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The temperature-dependent evolution of the Kondo lattice is a long-standing topic of theoretical
and experimental investigation and yet it lacks a truly microscopic description of the relation of
the basic f -d hybridization processes to the fundamental temperature scales of Kondo screening
and Fermi-liquid lattice coherence. Here, the temperature-dependence of f -d hybridized band dis-
persions and Fermi-energy f spectral weight in the Kondo lattice system CeCoIn5 is investigated
using f -resonant angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) with sufficient detail to allow direct com-
parison to first principles dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) calculations containing full realism
of crystalline electric field states. The ARPES results, for two orthogonal (001) and (100) cleaved
surfaces and three different f -d hybridization scenarios, with additional microscopic insight provided
by DMFT, reveal f participation in the Fermi surface at temperatures much higher than the lattice
coherence temperature, T ∗ ≈ 45 K, commonly believed to be the onset for such behavior. The
identification of a T -dependent crystalline electric field degeneracy crossover in the DMFT theory
below T ∗ is specifically highlighted.
PACS numbers: 79.60.-i,71.20.Eh,71.27.+a,75.30.Mb
I. INTRODUCTION
The class of heavy fermion materials exhibits at low
temperature (T ) an itinerant Fermi-liquid due to Kondo
screening that arises from hybridization of f and con-
duction band (d) states, and emerges from an f local
moment regime at high T [1–3]. The f -electrons are pre-
dicted [3, 4] to be included in a “large” Fermi surface (FS)
for the former and excluded from a “small” FS for the
latter. One of the key unsolved problems is finding what
determines the T -scale(s) for the evolution of this behav-
ior for the dense periodic “Kondo lattice” of f -moments.
Theoretical models of the Kondo lattice involve two basic
temperature-scales, the single-impurity Kondo tempera-
ture (TK) and the lattice coherence temperature (T
∗).
There has been debate as to the relative magnitudes of
the two T scales [5] and whether only one T -scale is rel-
evant to the lattice problem [6, 7]. Although there have
been intensive studies on the Kondo breakdown of f -d
hybridization and consequent abrupt changes of the FS
size at low T or with variation of a tuning parameter near
a quantum critical point [8, 9], there have been few stud-
ies on the microscopic understanding of f -d hybridization
T -scales extending to high T [5]. A commonly held belief
that f -d hybridization occurs only below T ∗ is not citable
in any microscopic description, but is codified in a uni-
versal scaling formula of the 4f density of states (DOS)
∗ Email address: jddenlinger@lbl.gov
† Email address: jhshim@postech.ac.kr
proposed for the phenomenological two-fluid model [10].
The issue of the FS size has recently been highlighted
in angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES)
measurements of YbRh2Si2, a hole analog to Ce heavy
fermion materials, in which the “large” (hole) FS is ob-
served to much higher T than expected, and the tran-
sition to the “small” FS is yet to be observed [11]. In
this work, we use ARPES and dynamical mean field the-
ory (DMFT) calculations, including both spin-orbit and
crystalline electric field (CEF) splittings of the f -states,
to investigate the T -dependent electronic structure of the
Kondo lattice system CeCoIn5. Resonant enhancement
of the ARPES Ce 4f spectral weight is used to highlight
Fermi-level (EF) participation of f -electrons in the 3D
Fermi surface, whose detailed topology is revealed using
measurement from two orthogonal (001) and (100) sur-
faces. The DMFT calculations confirm the ARPES re-
sult of f -electron participation in the FS to temperatures
much higher than T ∗, far into the logarithmic T -regime
of “incoherent” Kondo spin-flip scattering, and provide
insight into the role(s) of CEF f -states in the high T be-
havior. Specifically, the DMFT spectral functions explic-
itly show and confirm the concept [12] of a T -dependent
crossover of the Kondo resonance effective degeneracy of
the two lowest CEF f -states.
The T scales specific to CeCoIn5 are illustrated in re-
lation to its resistivity profile in Fig. 1(a) with schematic
images of the Kondo lattice screening T regimes in Fig.
1(b). First, the single impurity Kondo temperature TK
corresponds to the crossover from a logarithmic regime
(extending far above TK) of incoherent spin-flip scatter-
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Figure 1  Kondo lattice hybridization concepts and f-d-hybridization scenarios.  
a Identification of the Kondo temperature \TK, lattice coherence temperature T*, and other T transitions (see text) 
relative to the temperature-dependent resistivity of CeCo\In5.  
b Schematics of four different Kondo screening temperature regimes.   
c Schematic spectral image plots of three different f-d hybridization scenarios found in CeCo\In5  shown for low and 
high temperatures.   
d Bulk Brillouin zone and localized DFT Fermi Surface of CeCo\In5\ and high symmetry points. Resonance photon 
energy of 122 eV cuts are for the two cleave directions are indicated by transparent planes.  
e Constant photon energy arcs for normal emission relative to the bulk Brillouin zone for the two different orthogonal 
cleave surfaces: (001), red lines, and (100), green lines. 
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FIG. 1. Kondo l ttice hybridization concepts and f -d-hyb idiza ion scenarios. (a) Identificatio of the Kondo temperature
TK, lattice coherence te perature T
∗, and other T transitions (see text) relative to the temperature-dependent resistivity of
CeCoIn5. (b) Schematics of four different Kondo screening temperature regimes. (c) Schematic spectral image plots of three
different f -d hybridization scenarios found in CeCoIn5 shown for low and high temperatures. (d) Bulk Brillouin zone and
localized DFT Fermi Surface of CeCoIn5 and high symmetry points. Resonance photon energy of 122 eV cuts are for the two
cleave directions are indicated by transparent planes. (e) Constant photon energy arcs for normal emission relative to the bulk
Brillouin zone for the two different orthogonal cleave surfaces: (001), red lines, and (100), green lines.
ing with anti-ferromagnetic Kondo coupling (described
by perturbation theory) to a nonperturbative strong
Kondo coupling regime that ultimately leads to a fully
screened Kondo singlet ground state (well below TK).
The high-temperature onset appearance of the -ln(T )
Kondo scattering regime, for which we introduce the la-
bel T ′K, is approximately signified by the resistivity min-
imum crossover (∼200 K) from T 5 lattice phonon scat-
tering [13]. In dilute f moment systems, the resistivity
profile eventually plateaus to a constant value below TK.
Resistivity profile scaling behavior in a La dilution study
of CeCoIn5 has determined a very small value of TK ≈
1.7 K [14], or TK ≈ 5 K estimated from the temperature
at which the entropy obtained from specific heat mea-
surements [15] reaches a value of 12Rln2.
For a dense periodic array of f magnetic moments, in-
tersite coupling between f -electrons (schematically rep-
resented by overlapping Kondo screening clouds in Fig.
1(b)) leads to coherence of the f -d scattering and a down-
turn in the resistivity. Hence the transport lattice coher-
ence temperature T ∗ is identified experimentally as the
resistivity maximum, ∼45 K in CeCoIn5. Partial screen-
ing of the f -moments in the two intermediate T -regimes
in the Fig. 1(b) and partial coherence below T ∗ are im-
portant concepts for our understanding, which naturally
allow for TK< T
∗< T ′K. The broad crossover behavior
and T scale definitions are further discussed in the Sup-
plementary [16].
II. 3D FERMI SURFACE k-LOCATIONS
The temperature dependence of three different f -d hy-
bridization scenarios, schematically shown in Fig. 1(c),
are studied. Their k-locations relative to the experimen-
tally determined FS topology [17, 18] are indicated in
Fig. 1(d). The EF crossing of the quasi-two-dimensional
(2D) α-band corresponds to the scenario #1, where the
low T f -d hybridization causes a heavy mass dispersion
of the d-band near EF with enhanced f -weight in the
dispersion kink. In scenario #2, two d-band dispersions
form a narrow hole pocket at high T and induce even
greater f -weight below EF at low T with possible re-
moval of the EF-crossings. This scenario arises at the
tip of the diamond-shaped γ sheet near the zone center.
In scenario #3, an unoccupied electron-like d-band mini-
mum exists above EF, invisible to ARPES at high T . At
low T its hybridization with the flat f -band just above
EF creates a strong f -weight “hotspot” corresponding to
a very shallow electron EF-crossing. This scenario #3
occurs at multiple points in the Brillouin zone (BZ), in-
cluding the edge of Z-point holelike γ-band FS indicated
in Fig. 1(d).
The ARPES study of the f -weight T -dependence is
assisted by the 4d-4f resonant enhancement of the 4f
photoionization cross section at 122 eV photon energy.
Fig. 1(e) shows a 2D schematic of the cross section of
the bulk tetragonal BZ with Fermi-energy k-space arcs
for photon energies in the range of 90-140 eV. Two differ-
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Figure  2  k-space locations of T-dependent measurements from  and (001) and (100) cleaved surfaces of CeCoIn5  
Three-dimensional Fermi Surface  of CeCoIn5  from DMFT and (001) and (100) cleaved surface ARPES.   
a  DMFT calculated kx-ky Fermi surface spectral function in the $\Gamma$-plane 
b  On-resonance 122 eV ARPES (001)  EF intensity map  using linear vertical (LV) polarization.  
c. DMFT kx-kz Fermi surface spectral image for ky=0 with the kx-axis corresponding to ARPES (100) surface normal 
emission photon dependence. d High-symmetry110 eV ARPES (100)  EF intensity map,  kx=5.45 \invA\, imaging the 
complex “X”-shaped Z-hole Fermi surface structure.  
e On-resonance 122 eV ARPES (100)  EF intensity map, kx=5.45 \invA\,  highighting two $f$ hotspots at the BZ 
boundary just at the edge of the Z-hole FS where the curvature become concave (electronlike).  
DMFT Fermi surface contours are overplotted in experimental ARPES panels, and numbered red line momentum 
cuts correspond to T-dependent measurements in Figs. 3 and 4. 
FIG. 2. k-space locations of T -dependent measurements for the (001) and (100) surfaces of CeCoIn5. (a) DMFT calculated
kx-ky Fermi surface spectral function in the Γ-plane. (b) On-resonance 122 eV ARPES (001) EF intensity map using linear
vertical (s-) polarization. (c) DMFT kx-kz Fermi surface spectral image for ky=0, with the kx-axis corresponding to ARPES
(100) surface normal emission photon dependence. (d) High-symmetry 110 eV ARPES (100) EF intensity map imaging the
complex “X”-shape of the Z-h le Fermi surface structure. (e) On-resonance 122 eV ARPES (100) EF intensity map highlighting
f hotspots at the BZ boundaries. DMFT Fermi surface contours are overplotted in experimental ARPES panels. Numbered
red line momentum cuts correspond to T -dependent measurements presented in Figs. 3 and 4.
ent orthogonal cleave surfaces of CeCoIn5 were measured
with ARPES. For the (001) cleave surface, the photon
energy range spans ∼1.5 BZs along the c-axis with high
symmetry Γ- and Z-points occuring at ≈ 90, 105, 122,
and 140 eV. Thus the resonant energy of 122 eV cuts
very close the high symmetry Γ plane. In contrast, for
the orthogonal (100) cleave surface, the same photon en-
ergy range covers less than a full BZ along the x-axis
with high symmetry Γ- and X-planes at ≈110 and 140
eV, respectively, and the resonant energy of 122 eV cuts
midway between Γ and X.
Earlier ARPES studies of CeIrIn5 [19, 20] and CeCoIn5
[21, 22] have essentially concluded that those systems
are “nearly localized” even down to low T from com-
parison to density functional (DFT) band calculations
[19, 22], but yet have a “small itinerant” low energy scale
component as revealed also by f -resonant ARPES along
Γ-X [20] or along X-M [21]. Such seemingly contra-
dictory localized yet itinerant character in the ARPES
measurement is a natural consequence of (i) the weak
f -d hybridization for a low TK system, (ii) experimen-
tal ARPES resolution limitations, and (iii) the well-
known f -bandwidth deficiencies of DFT. More sophisti-
cated theoretical treatments such as “renormalized band
theory” [23, 24] or DFT+DMFT [4, 25] include the nec-
essary ingredients of electron correlation and dynamical
screening for proper description of the low energy scale
physics. DMFT additionally provides single-particle ex-
citation spectral function results that are directly com-
parable to ARPES spectra.
Theoretical and experimental slices of the 3D Fermi
surface, presented in Fig. 2, highlight the three specific
k-locations for subsequent T -dependent study. Figure
2(a) shows the DMFT spectrum of the Fermi surface in
the high symmetry Γ-plane with labeling of M -centered
α and β electron sheet contours and also holelike γ tube
FS along Γ-X that connects to a diamond-shaped FS
centered on the Γ-point. In Fig. 2(b), we show a res-
onant energy Fermi- dge intensity map from the (001)
cleave surface, symmetrized about kx=0, showing agree-
ment with the DMFT results. More detailed Γ- and Z-
plane comparisons are given elsewhere [17, 18]. The FS
map in Fig. 2(b), using s-polarization of the incident
light, also exhibits distinct enhancement of f -weight at
the edges of the α-band along X-M (cut #1) and at the
tip of the Γ-centered diamond-shaped FS (cut #2). Line
cuts #1 and #2 through these two k-points are used for
the T -dependent measurements presented later.
A DMFT Fermi-energy spectral image of the orthogo-
nal Γ-X-Z-R plane in Fig. 2(c) highlights the existence
of a Z-centered hole FS (labeled γZ) and its relation to
the tubular γ sheet along Γ-X. Diagonal features along
Γ-R are associated with the β’ FS represented in Fig.
1(d). The “X”-shape of the Z-centered hole FS is nicely
observed in the high symmetry 110 eV angle-dependent
map of an orthogonally cleaved (100) surface shown in
Fig. 2(d). An angle-dependent map at the f -resonance
energy of 122 eV is then observed in Fig. 2(e) to be dom-
inated by two bright f -hotspots at the BZ boundaries
where the kx location is at the edge of the Z-centered
hole FS where the curvature becomes concave (electron-
like). A line cut (#3) through these two hotspots is used
for T -dependent measurements in Fig. 4.
The complex shape of the Z-centered hole-FS with
strong f participation, identified here in DMFT and
ARPES, and further detailed in the Supplementary [16],
is notable in that it exists in localized (f -core) DFT
calculations, inherently without any f -contribution, and
yet is completely absent in itinerant DFT calculations.
This highlights the artificial and sometimes misleading
conclusions derived from the standard “itinerant-versus-
localized” DFT theory comparison. While simple post-
facto energy-scale renormalization of itinerant DFT can
be a sufficient correction in cases of isolated α or β Fermi
4surface band crossings, the low energy scale complex-
ity of the non-f γ-band structure along Γ-Z in CeCoIn5
is a prime example where the itinerant DFT large f -
bandwidth disruption is too great. High symmetry va-
lence band dispersions of the full occupied bandwidth of
the α, β and γ d-bands for the (001) and (100) cleave
surfaces are also provided in the Supplementary [16].
III. LARGE-TO-SMALL FERMI SURFACE
T -DEPENDENCE
In this section we focus attention on the low energy
scale f -d hybridization modification of the α and β-band
along X-M (line cut #1) to highlight the large-to-small
Fermi surface size change with temperature. The DMFT
spectral function at 10 K for this k-cut, shown in Fig.
3(a), shows the f -d hybridization interaction between two
d-bands and three crystalline electric field (CEF) split f -
levels, with a rich complexity of connectivity and selec-
tivity that arises from the close proximity of the d-bands
and the relative symmetries of the f and d states. The
three 4f5/2 CEF doublets, labeled f0, f1, and f2, cor-
respond to Γ
(1)
7 , Γ
(2)
7 and Γ6 orbitals, respectively, and
their relative energies of ∼EF, +8 meV and +40 meV,
are in good agreement with neutron scattering measure-
ments of 1st and 2nd excited states at +8 meV and +25
meV [26, 27]. Whereas the hybridized outer β-band con-
nects with very heavy mass dispersion to the f0 ground
state level, the close proximity of the α-band requires its
hybridized dispersion to immediately connect to the 1st
excited f1 level, thereby giving it an order-of-magnitude
larger Fermi velocity (vF≈0.2 eV-A˚) compared to the β-
band (≈0.02 eV-A˚). This close proximity effect, specific
for this k-region, contributes to the much smaller average
effective mass (m∗ <18) for the α-sheet orbits in dHvA
as compared to the β-sheet orbits (m∗ >48) [28].
The differences in the occupied α and β dispersions
are also visualized in Fig. 3(b) where the DMFT spec-
tral function has been multiplied by the 10 K Fermi-Dirac
cutoff. In addition to the very different ∆kF shifts rel-
ative to the extrapolated d-band dispersion Fermi wave-
vector (kF) values, the relatively weak f weight at kF in
the α-band is further diminished for the even heavier β-
band dispersion. An experimental 122 eV resonance en-
ergy cut through the α- and β-bands, slightly displaced
from the X-M line, is shown in Fig. 3(c) with over-
plotted DMFT dispersions. While quantification of the
β-band is limited by the resolution of ∼15 meV, a rel-
atively stronger f -weight in the α-band, similar to that
of the theory calculation, is present for both s- and p-
polarization of the incident light.
Figure 3(d) shows α-band energy dispersion images for
the line cut #1 for four temperatures selected out of a
T -series measured from 8 K up to 86 K. The enhanced
f -weight near EF is observed to diminish simultaneously
with the low energy kink becoming less visible. The over-
plotted DMFT dispersion at 86 K shows still a small dis-
persion kink at this temperature. The weak f -weight
enhancement and T dependence is also shown in the kF
line spectra in Fig. 3(e). A previous resonant ARPES
analysis of k-integrated windows just inside and outside
the α-band dispersion at three temperatures has also re-
ported a weakened but still discernible low energy scale
f -peak at 105 K in comparison to 20 K and 180 K [21].
Confident that the signatures of the large-to-small FS
change have been observed experimentally with basic
agreement to theory, we go beyond the ARPES resolu-
tion and T -range limitations and additionally analyze the
DMFT spectral functions to extract the peak dispersion,
Fermi velocity and Fermi momentum of the α-band for
many intermediate and high temperatures in Figs. 3(f),
3(g) and 3(h). Upon cooling from 1000 K to 200 K, Fig.
3(f) shows a gradual kF shift resulting from a near linear
band velocity change extending to 100 meV below EF.
Then below 200 K (≈T ′K) a weak kink in the dispersion
develops around -20 meV and the Fermi velocity begins
to more rapidly decrease. Upon further cooling, the rapid
vF change is observed to slow down around 50 K (near
T ∗) and then becomes constant below 30 K where kF
also stops changing. Figures 3(g) and 3(h) also show
comparison of the theory T -dependence to experimental
vF and kF values at high and low T . The high binding
energy ARPES band velocity of 2.5 eV-A˚ is compared
to the DMFT at high T , whereas at low T , the ARPES
vF and kF values are estimated from a visual triangular
fit of the dispersion kink near EF. We do not claim to
experimentally verify the detailed DMFT vF and kF T -
dependent profile(s), but we note that the 33 K spectrum
bears greater resemblance to the 8 K spectrum than to
the 86 K spectrum, indicating that the FS evolution is
not just beginning at T ∗.
Thus a central finding, so far, is that the resistiv-
ity downturn temperature T ∗, associated with lattice
coherence, does not signify the onset of the heavy ef-
fective mass f -d hybridization dispersion curvature, nor
the onset of FS size changes indicated by kF changes.
Previous DMFT calculations, without the inclusion of
CEF states have similarly predicted dHvA orbit FS size
changes occuring as high as 130 K (>2.5 T ∗) for CeIrIn5
[4], and near vertical kinks in the non-f dispersive states
in CeCoGe2 as high as ∼200 K prior to the formation
of heavy mass band dispersion below ∼90 K [29]. The
additional presence of the CEF states in the DMFT cal-
culations here may be responsible for the even higher on-
sets of the heavy mass vF changes and FS size kF-shifts
(up to 1000K) theoretically observed in Fig. 3. Similar
analysis of the DMFT β-band dispersion, shown in the
Supplementary [16], indicate that the transport coher-
ence temperature in CeCoIn5 is more closely associated
with the most rapid T -dependent changes of vF and kF.
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) quasiparticle
interference (QPI) on the Ce-In terminated surface has
also observed a heavy mass band dispersion kink along
the (100) direction of CeCoIn5 at 20 K with a scattering
q-vector of 0.2·(2pi/a) that is consistent with α-sheet FS
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FIG. 3. Temperature-dependence of α band Ce 4f states for the CeCoIn5 (100) cleaved surface. (a,b) DMFT A(k, ω) spectral
image at 10 K for the cut #1 in Fig. 2 through both α and β EF-crossings without (a) and with (b) a Fermi-Dirac thermal
distribution cutoff. (c) Experimental α and β band crossings at 8 K for a similar momentum cut. (d,e) ARPES T -dependence
of the α band EF-crossing including selected spectral images (d) and kF line spectra (e). (f-h) DMFT T -dependence of the
α-band dispersion (f) and quantitative analysis of the Fermi velocity (g) and Fermi momentum (h).
nesting in the Z-plane [30]. Hence those results can be
directly compared to the α-band ARPES measurements
in Fig. 3. At 70K, the STM-QPI observes the linear light
mass dispersion above EF, without the heavy mass dis-
persion kink, but with still a weak hybridization intensity
dip.
IV. HOTSPOT f-WEIGHT T -DEPENDENCE
Next we turn our attention from T -dependent
dispersion analysis to the T -dependent f -weight sig-
natures of f participation in the Fermi surface for Fig.
1(c) f -d hybridization scenarios #2 and #3, where the
stronger f -weight allows experimental analysis up to
temperatures as high as 200 K. Figures 4(a) and 4(b)
show 122 eV energy dispersion images for selected tem-
peratures for (001) and (100) cleave surface line cuts
#2 and #3 in Fig. 2, respectively. Overplotted DMFT
bands (white lines) at low and high T illustrate the f -
d hybridization scenarios of f -weight being pulled below
EF at the center of a narrow hole-like d-band disper-
sion (Fig. 4(a)) and an electronlike f -dispersion at the
zone boundaries being induced by a non-f band above
EF (Fig. 4(b)).
The T -dependent line spectra at the (001) f -hotspot
and at one of the two (100) hotspots is shown in Fig. 4(c)
and Fig. 4(d), respectively. The hotspot f -bandwidth
below and above EF is notably larger for the (100) sur-
face (±100 meV) as compared to the (001) surface (±50
meV), consistent with larger f -band dispersions in the
overplotted DMFT theory. In both cases, while the f
peak appears to be suppressed in the energy dispersion
images at 180 - 200 K, the line spectra reveal a continuous
decrease of the peak amplitude all the way up to the high-
est measured temperature. A T -dependent Fermi-Dirac
distribution (FDD) function convolved with a Gaussian
instrumental broadening of 15 meV, illustrated for low
and high T in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), is used for background
subtraction [31] for the extraction of the normalized 4f
amplitude T -profiles in Fig. 5. Note that this implies
a finite 4f DOS even for a flat line spectrum that does
not exhibit a visual peak. The sensitivity to different
background subtraction methods is discussed in the Sup-
plementary [16].
For theoretical comparison, DMFT k-integrated f
density of states (DOS) spectral weights were calculated
from 10 K to 1000 K, shown in Fig. 5(a) for only the
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Kondo resonance and CEF-split states. The DMFT spec-
tra are then multiplied by a Fermi-Dirac distribution
(FDD) function and convolved with a Gaussian instru-
mental broadening of 15 meV, to simulate the photoe-
mission measurement, and plotted in Fig. 5(b). Using
the 750 K spectrum for background subtraction, the T -
dependent Fermi-edge weight is plotted in Fig. 5(c) with
comparison to the ARPES f -peak amplitudes. The ex-
perimental results for the two f -hotspots are very com-
parable with each other, despite the different f -d hy-
bridization scenarios and f -peak widths. A reasonable
agreement of the approximate logarithmic T -dependence
between 40K and 200K is found for normalization of the
DMFT T -profile to 1.2 at low T . Both experiment and
theory agree as to the existence of a long f -weight tail
extending to high T far above T ∗. A reason for the low
T discrepancy and saturation of the ARPES T -profile is
the instrumental resolution suppression of the low T peak
amplitude.
V. CEF EFFECTS
It is important to carefully delineate the various ef-
fects that contribute to the high T extension of the f -
weight in Fig. 5(c). First, analysis of the full-range
k-integrated DMFT spectra, presented and discussed in
the Supplementary [16]. reveal that the large residual
high T f -DOS in the Kondo resonance (KR) region (in-
cluding CEF and spin-orbit excitations) does not result
from a strong spectral weight transfer (it is <10%) from
the KR region to the higher f2 energy range above 2
eV. Rather, the primary T -dependence in the KR region
is that of peak broadening of spectral weight from the
peak center(s) to the peak tails. This leads to a number
of generic effects which contribute to the appearance of
relatively enhanced EF f -weight at higher temperatures,
even with background subtraction of the high T f -weight.
(i) The key notable effect is that of broadening of CEF
weight into the KR peak and EF energy windows. Their
T -dependent profiles will then include the T -dependence
of the tail of the CEF peak. Such CEF broadening ori-
gin of enhanced EF f -weight at high T has been noted
before [31, 32] within single-impurity NCA calculations
[33]. (ii) Similarly the EF weight will inherently have a
weaker T -profile than the KR peak because it exists in
the KR tail with a smaller low T amplitude and a similar
high T amplitude. (iii) Finally large energy-window area
analyses will generally have weaker T -dependences than
narrow energy-window amplitudes.
Another important CEF effect concerns the T -
dependent effective f -degeneracy as discussed in the early
theoretical perturbation theory calculations of resistivity
profiles of Ce heavy fermion compounds [12]. The effect
leads to a larger effective Kondo temperature and an ex-
tended high T logarithmic resistivity regime relative to
the N=2 doublet groundstate Kondo effect. The degen-
eracy crossover effect was initially predicted to manifest
as thermal depopulation hump(s) in the resistivity pro-
file around the CEF energy-level splitting temperatures
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[12], e.g. 100 K and 300K for CeCoIn5. However, a theo-
retical treatment going beyond third order perturbation
theory and including Kondo broadening of the CEF levels
predicts a modification to the resistivity profile at much
lower T ’s than the nominal CEF splittings [34]. The KR
and CEF peak broadening within single-impurity NCA
calculations of the f -DOS, discussed above, does in gen-
eral lead to indistinguishability of CEF peaks at temper-
atures below the actual CEF splitting energies.
CeCoIn5 experimentally exhibits only a single resistiv-
ity maximum (at 45 K) whose downturn is firmly associ-
ated with lattice coherence from La-dilution studies [14],
with no apparent additional secondary humps that one
might associate with the CEF merging effect. An en-
hanced N=6 Kondo temperature due to both CEF exci-
tations, was estimated to be TK
(6) ≈ 35 K [14, 35] relative
to TK=1.7 K for the dilute system, and so the coherence
downturn below 45 K could possibly be masking the CEF
degeneracy crossover(s).
The manifestation of such a CEF f -degeneracy
crossover of the two lowest CEF levels is observed
in the k-integrated DFT+DMFT spectral function T -
dependence shown in Fig. 5(d) and 5(e). While
single-impurity NCA calculations exhibit broadening and
monotonic decline of fixed energy KR and CEF f -peaks,
here both the ground state Γ
(1)
7 and first-excited Γ
(2)
7
CEF peaks are observed to shift towards each other and
merge into a single enhanced-amplitude peak as early as
30 K, before the subsequent monotonic broadening de-
cline to higher T . This is suggestive of the crossover
from a narrow N=2 degeneracy KR peak (≈1 meV cen-
ter with 3 meV width) at 10 K to a new N=4 degen-
eracy KR peak (≈4 meV center with 9 meV width) in
which the Γ
(1)
7 and Γ
(2)
7 states are indistinguishable. The
higher peak energy above EF plus the broader width and
enhanced amplitude of the new KR peak are all consis-
tent with the crossover to a larger Kondo temperature.
A k-resolved DFT+DMFT band image view of this CEF
merging effect for the α and β-band crossings is shown
in the Supplementary [16].
The closeness of this CEF degeneracy crossover tem-
perature in the DFT+DMFT theory to the resistivity
maximum T ∗ suggests that lattice coherence may be in-
timately involved in the more rapid CEF merging ef-
fect, and that a clean separation of the T ∗ and CEF
T scales is not realized in CeCoIn5, resulting in only
a single resistivity peak and downturn. A related T -
dependent DFT+DMFT study of Ce2IrIn8 uses tuning of
the CEF splittings to reveal CEF effects on the f -orbital
anisotropy, the relative Fermi-edge scattering coherence,
and the appearance of secondary humps in calculated re-
sistivity profiles [36].
VI. DISCUSSION
The ARPES and DMFT demonstrations of f -d hy-
bridization effects well above T ∗ are supported by several
other experimental spectroscopy and scattering measure-
ments of CeCoIn5, including the signature of a hybridiza-
tion gap in early optical spectroscopy [37] and in scan-
ning tunneling microscope spectroscopy [30], which de-
8creases for increasing T , but are still very much present
at 70-100 K (≈2T ∗). Similarly, resonant elastic x-ray
scattering at the Ce 3d-4f M5 edge has recently demon-
strated a q-dependent sensitivity to bulk f -states along
the (110) direction [38], with the f -resonant peak inten-
sity exhibiting a logarithmic dependence persisting up to
at least 150 K (≈3T ∗). Further discussion and compar-
ison of this T -profile are provided in the Supplementary
[16].
The “small” to “large” Fermi surface transition can
be additionally visualized from the DMFT calculation
by the total FS volume as a function of temperature, as
plotted in Fig. 5(f) with conversion to electron occupa-
tion, nFS , e.g. 2 electrons per Brillouin Zone volume. It
is observed that nFS ∼3 at high T increases to nFS =4
at 15 K where one f electron fully participates in the FS.
In this case, T ∗ appears to be associated with the onset
of a more rapid change in FS size, even though ∼0.5 elec-
tron has been gradually incorporated from high T down
to T ∗. Similarly, the ‘small” to “large” FS transition of
the α and β sheets can be analyzed by the cross sectional
FS area, provided in the Supplementary [16], with com-
parison to Ce versus La dHvA orbits [39]. Note that the
large FS volume f -occupation increase to low T should
be distinguished from the few percent decrease of the
local f -occupation from nf∼1, also plotted in Fig. 5(f),
which is consistent with recent analysis of Ce 3d hard
x-ray core-level photoemission obtaining nf=0.97 at 20
K [40].
Theoretical efforts to compute the lattice coherence
scale [4, 5, 29, 41–43] rely on a variety of definitions in-
cluding onset of Fermi-liquid transport coefficients, and
effective mass scaling [4, 29], and others, with unclear re-
lation to the experimental CeCoIn5 resistivity maximum
T ∗. In addition, while the proposed two-fluid model uni-
versal scaling formula for the f -DOS [10] contains a loga-
rithmic term that extends out to ≈2.7 T ∗, a multiplying
“order parameter” term defines a sharp termination of
the f -DOS at T ∗, as illustrated in the Supplementary
[16]. CEF effects are not discussed within the two-fluid
model.
In summary, we have presented a detailed view of the
experimental 3D Fermi surface of CeCoIn5, including the
complex-shaped holelike Z-sheet, using ARPES measure-
ments from two orthogonal (001) and (100) cleave sur-
faces. We have used an f -resonant photon energy to high-
light the k-locations of enhanced f -weight corresponding
to three different f -d hybridization scenarios, including
the well-known α-band crossing, and have measured the
T -dependence of these f -weights. We find declining, but
finite f -weight extending up to ∼200 K, surprisingly far
above the transport coherence temperature of ∼45 K.
Theoretical k-resolved DFT+DMFT calculations pro-
vide confirmation of the experimental 3D FS topology,
and provide T -dependent f -spectral functions that pre-
dict both dispersion and f -weight changes that extend
even higher than the ARPES measurements. The inclu-
sion of CEF states in the theory provides a glimpse of the
complexity of k-resolved f -d hybridization interactions
above EF, origins of the disparity in effective masses of
α- and β-band crossings, and a first time explicit spectral
function view of a T -dependent crossover of the Kondo
resonance effective degeneracy involving the two lowest
CEF f -states. These CEF effects may explain much of
the long high T tail of KR f -weight, but the role of CEF
states in the observed DMFT high T onset of the effective
mass and large-to-small FS size T -evolution still needs
to be elucidated. The observed mismatch between the
transport-defined coherence temperature and the higher
T onset of signatures of f -d hybridization and coherence-
related effective mass changes in CeCoIn5 may have rel-
evance to the missing high T “small” Fermi surface in
YbRh2Si2 [11].
In the preparation of this manuscript, we became
aware of a purely experimental ARPES result on
CeCoIn5 by Chen et al. [44] with similar T -dependent
resonant-enhanced f -weight and dispersion results, com-
bined with bulk-sensitive soft x-ray 3D Fermi surface
measurements. Differences in the results and interpre-
tations here compared to Chen et al. are discussed in the
Supplementary [16].
VII. METHODS
Experimental. Single crystal samples of CeCoIn5
were grown with a molten indium flux technique [15].
The (001) surface was cleaved in vacuum using the top-
post method. Orthogonal (100) surfaces were similarly
fractured using side mounting of platelet samples with
narrow c-axis thickness.
Temperature-dependent ARPES measurements were
performed at the MERLIN beamline 4.0.3 of the Ad-
vanced Light Source (ALS) employing both linear hori-
zontal and linear vertical polarization from an elliptically
polarized undulator. A Scienta R8000 electron spectrom-
eter with 2D parallel detection of electron kinetic energy
and angle in combination with a six-axis helium cryostat
goniometer with 6 K base temperature and < 5× 10−11
torr base pressure. Total energy resolution of approxi-
mately 15 meV was used for measurements at hν = 122
eV corresponding to the Ce 4d-4f resonant enhancement
of the f photoionization cross section.
Theory. The correlation effect of the Ce 4f orbital
is treated by the charge self-consistent DFT+DMFT
method [45, 46]. The WIEN2k package was used for the
DFT part, which is based on the full potential linearized
augmented plane-wave+local orbitals (FP-LAPW+lo)
method [47]. The generalized gradient approximation
(PBE-GGA) is employed for exchange-correlation poten-
tial [48]. Ce 4f electrons are treated dynamically with
the DMFT local self-energy, where the full atomic inter-
action matrix is taken into account to describe the crys-
tal field splitting at low temperature. We used previously
determined Coulomb and exchange interaction parame-
ters of 5.0 eV and 0.68 eV, respectively [25], in which
9the occupation of Ce 4f orbital was estimated to be 0.96
at 20 K. For the impurity solver in the DMFT step, the
non-crossing approximation (NCA) is used.
In the description of the spin orbit interaction (SO)
and CEF splittings of the Ce 4f states under the tetrag-
onal symmetry, both the diagonal basis and the simple
atomic jj basis of the interaction matrix were tested,
and give similar results. Because the atomic jj basis has
quite small off-diagonal components, it was used inside
the impurity solver. There are three doubly degenerate
CEF states with ground state Γ
(1)
7 , first excited state Γ
(2)
7
and second excited state Γ6. The CEF splittings are esti-
mated to be ∼8 meV and ∼40 meV, which are consistent
with other CeM In5 (M = Rh and Ir) compounds [27].
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(1) Broad crossover T regimes
It is important to appreciate that both the Kondo screening and lattice coherence effects are broad crossover
phenomena, and to understand where the experimental or theoretical TK and T
∗ values lie in relation to their high
T onset and low T groundstate boundaries of their respective transition regions. Figure S1 illustrates these relative
T scales in relation to dilute (single impurity) and Kondo lattice magnetic resistivity profiles from Ce0.01La0.99CoIn5
and CeCoIn5, respectively [1], which we label and define as:
Dilute system:
TK
onset = onset of incoherent spin-flip scattering -ln(T ) resistivity
T ′K = resistivity minimum crossover from phonon-scattering to -ln(T ) resistivity
TK
h = effective Kondo temperature including the full sixfold degeneracy of the J=5/2 f -states
TK= Kondo temperature for groundstate f -level = perturbative to non-perturbative theory crossover
TK
gs = onset of fully-screened Kondo singlet ground state
Kondo Lattice:
T ∗onset = onset of lattice coherence
T ∗= resistivity maximum, onset of resistivity downturn
T ∗gs = TFL = onset of ground state Fermi liquid T 2 resistivity behavior.
The single impurity Kondo temperature has a specific mathematical formulation of TK = Dexp(1/JKρ) where D
is the band half-width at half-maximum, ρ is the density of states at EF, and JK is the anti-ferromagnetic Kondo
coupling constant. TK theoretically corresponds to the crossover between perturbative and non-perturbative Kondo
coupling. In general TK
gs < TK << TK
onset where TK is closer to the fully screened ground state than to the high T
onset of spin-flip scattering, as illustrated in Fig. S1(a). One can argue that the onset of -ln(T ) behavior is actually
higher than the experimental observable resistivity minimum (of ≈200 K) labeled as T ′K in Fig. 1(a), i.e. that it
marks the deviation from the phonon scattering T 5 behavior.
The dilute Ce example in Fig. S1(a) also has an interpretation in terms of the Kondo resonance CEF degeneracy
crossover effect described by Cornut and Coqblin [2]. At higher temperatures, f -level broadening combined with
thermal population of higher CEF levels conspire to transform the system from a small Kondo temperature N=2
degeneracy Kondo resonance to larger effective N=4 and N=6 degeneracy Kondo resonance state(s) with an enhanced
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FIG. S1. (a,b) Schematic magnetic resistivity profiles for a dilute impurity (a) and a Kondo lattice (b) system illustrating
the relative relation of the standardly defined temperature scale values of TK and T
∗ to low and high T boundaries of the
broad crossover regimes of (a) Kondo screening and (b) lattice coherence. (c,d) Linear temperature scale plots of (a) and
(b). Schematics are based on experimental resistivity profiles for Ce0.01La0.99CoIn5 and CeCoIn5 from Nakatsuji et al. [1]
with additional multiple TK interpretation applied to the dilute case and a hypothetical extrapolation below the Tc=2.3 K
superconducting transition for the lattice.
TK. Hence the high T -ln(T ) regime above 100 K, which has the same dependence for both dilute and concentrated
systems, reflects Kondo scattering from a high T f -state in which all CEF levels are indistinguishable with an effective
degeneracy of N=6.
The lattice coherence temperature T ∗ on the other hand, does not have a microscopically-derived mathematical
formulation and is experimentally defined from the resistivity, magnetic susceptibility or specific heat profiles. There
are various theoretical investigations of the coherence scale in the literature [3–6]. Also, an RKKY-like intersite
coupling formulation of lattice coherence, T ∗ = cJ2Kρ, has been proposed where c=0.45 is a experimental constant
determined from a linear scaling relation constructed between TK and T
∗ formulas using an extensive tabulation of
experimental TK and T
∗ values for many Kondo lattice and heavy fermion systems [7]. Similar to the case of T ′K
versus TK
onset, one can argue that the onset of lattice coherence is actually higher than the resistivity maximum, i.e.
that the resistivity “peak” results from an onset of deviation from -ln(T ) behavior above the peak maximum with
T ∗gs << T ∗ < T ∗onset.
The observation that TK is more closely related to the low T fully screened ground state, while T
∗ is closer to the
higher T coherence onset, helps to understand how it can be that TK << T
∗ without violation of the intuitive notion
that Kondo screening must precede coherence of that scattering process. Here we claim that partial screening and
partial coherence in the broad crossover regimes are important concepts to appreciate in the schematics of Fig. 1(b).
Fully screened Kondo singlets are not a requirement for the onset of lattice coherence, which would require TK> T
∗.
Instead only the T ′K onset of the long -ln(T ) regime of Kondo spin-flip scattering and partial screening is required to
precede the onset of lattice coherence, e.g. T ′K > T
∗.
(2) Z-point 3D Fermi surface
The full theoretical 3D shape of the Z-centered holelike FS is shown in Fig. S2. The experimental confirmation of
this complex shape comes from the orthogonal ARPES views from the (001) and (100) cleave surfaces subject to the
differing kz broadening effects. The high symmetry angle map for the (100) surface in Fig. 2(d) shows the “X” side
profile of the FS with kz-broadened averaging along (010) that enhances the appearance of the thin corner protusions.
An ARPES map for the (001) cleave surface at a non-resonant non-high symmetry photon energy of 110 eV with kz
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a  3D schematic of the Fermi surface topology of the Z-centered hole $\gamma$ sheet. 
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FIG. S2. (a) 3D schematic of the Fermi surface topology of the Z-centered hole γZ sheet. (b) Non-high symmetry 110 eV
ARPES (001) EF map, reproduced from Ref. [8], highlighting the triangular protrusions of the Z-centered hole FS. (c) Photon-
dependent normal emission ARPES (100) EF intensity ap spanning 97-142 eV, showing the appearance of the f -hotspots at
the 122 eV resonance energy.
relatively close to the Z-plane, shown in Fig. S2(b), exhibits four distinct triangular features about the center that
reveal the shape of the thin flat FS protusions.
Additionally we show a normal emission photon-dependent kx-kz map of the (100) cleave surface in Fig. S2(c)
that complements the angle-dependent kx-kz map of Fig. 2(e) in showing the 122 eV resonance enhancement of the
f -weight at the edge of the Z-centered hole FS. Overplotted DMFT contours provide a guide to this FS which exhibits
parts of the γ contours as well as the diagonal β’ feature along the Γ-R direction.
(3) Valence Band dispersions
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Figure  S2  3D ARPES high symmetry valence band dispersions 
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FIG. S3. (a,b) High-symmetry valence band dispersion images for (a) the (001) cleave surface at hν=122 eV along the
Brillouin zone boundary, and (b) the (100) cleave surface at hν=110 eV at normal emission.
To complement the 3D Fermi surface mapping presented in Fig. 2 and the narrow <0.2 eV energy window band
dispersions in Figs. 3 and 4 illustrating the f temperature dependence, in Fig. S3 we present 0.6 eV wide valence band
dispersion images along high-symmetry cuts for the two orthogonal (001) and (100) cleaves surfaces. The M -X-M
cut for the (001) surface at 122 eV highlights the full ccupied bandwidths of the α, β and γ which are bounded by
narrow Co 3d bands centered at ∼0.8 eV binding energy. For the (100) cleave surface, a normal emission cut at 110
eV through Z-Γ-Z highlights the γ-band electronlike dispersion along kz periodic in 2pi/c with structure interior to
the electron pockets that are associated with the γZ Fermi surface.
4(4) k-integrated DMFT 4f spectral weight
To complement the narrow 100 meV energy window plot in Fig. 4(e) of the theoretical k-integrated 4f DOS spectral
function encompassing only the main Kondo resonance (KR) and CEF sideband peaks, wider energy range DMFT
spectra are presented in Fig. S4. Spin-orbit (SO) side bands of the KR are visible at ∼-0.3 eV and +0.4 eV. DMFT
f DOS spectra were calculated for 25 temperatures of 10-(+5)-50-(+10)-100-(+20)-200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 750 and
1000 K. The full 12 eV range spectra in the inset for the lowest and highest temperatures additionally show the 4f0
electron removal spectral weight extending down to -2 eV and large 4f2 electron addition peaks above +2 eV with
an integrated area corresponding to ≈12 f electrons.
A striking result of this full energy range plot is the persistence of significant f -weight in the near EF KR region
(including CEF and SO sideband peaks) even at T=1000 K. Analysis of the T -dependent areas of the separate f0,
f1 and f2 energy regions indicate that there is less than 10% net spectral transfer out of the KR peak to higher T
(primarily to the f2 region). This persistence of high T f -d correlations reflected by the f -DOS in the KR region is
consistent with previous single impurity NCA theory calculations [9]. Hence the T-dependence of the KR peak(s) is
primarily that of decoherence broadening redistribution of spectral weight to tails of the main KR, CEF and SO peaks
with a weaker secondary effect of net spectral weight transfer of KR region to higher energy lower and upper Hubbard
bands. The treatment of the subtraction of this incoherent f -DOS background is important for the comparison to
experiment as discussed next.
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(5) T -dependence Background Subtraction
There are a number of ways to extract the T -dependent f density of states (DOS) from both the ARPES exper-
imental data as well as the DMFT calculations, in terms of peak or EF amplitude versus peak area, energy versus
momentum spectral profile, k-integration window and choice of background subtraction.
DMFT. We wish to not include the high T incoherent f -weight. Since significant spectral profile changes are still
observed up to 750 K, and only minor changes to 1000 K, we choose the 750 K profile for the DMFT background
subtraction. Thus inherently the theoretical coherent f -DOS T profile will extend to high T before becoming zero at
750 K.
The T -dependent DMFT profile based on the EF amplitude, with 750K background subtraction and normalization
to unity at low T , is very similar to the profile extracted by treating the theory as a photoemission experiment as
shown in in Fig. 4(f), i.e. multiplication by the T -dependent Fermi-Dirac distribution (FDD) function, convolution
of a Gaussian instrumental resolution broadening, and selection of the f -peak (rather than EF) amplitude, mainly
affects the lowest T saturation part of the profile. We also note that while theoretical f DOS spectra inherently
5exclude non-f spectral weight, the experimental ARPES backgrounds to be subtracted (discussed next) do include
non-f spectral weight.
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ARPES. Figure S5 compares the experimental T -dependent profiles for the (001) surface hotspot shown in Fig.
4(b) using different analysis backgrounds and energy window integrations. First we use T -dependent FDD energy
profiles (convolved with a Gaussian instrumental resolution broadening) for the background of each experimental
spectrum, as illustrated for 8 K and 200 K in Fig. 4(b). The full occupied f -peak area (40 meV integration window
up to EF), shown in profile #1, decreases to only 0.4 at 200 K relative to the low T area normalized to 1. If instead,
the f peak amplitude (narrow 4 meV energy integration window centered on the peak maximum) is analyzed, the
normalized T profile (#2) decreases to almost 0.2 at 200 K. The weaker high T reduction of the peak area profile
compared to the peak amplitude is due to spectral weight transfer to higher binding energy as the peak broadens.
Similarly, energy integration of the f -weight area including thermal excitation above EF and spectral transfer into
higher CEF f states, further weakens the high T reduction of f weight profile (not shown). To avoid the issue of
T -dependent spectral weight transfers, we choose to analyze and compare the f -peak amplitude as a monitor of the
coherent f weight changes.
A Shirley integral background, primarily used for core-level background subtraction in photoemission, was also
explored for background subtraction but was deemed inappropriate by comparison to the high T DMFT profile. This
method (not shown) increases the total relative f -weight at each T .
Next in profile #3 we explore the concept of using the highest T energy spectrum as a background for subtraction
based on the argument that no f -enhancement is visually apparent in the 200 K f spectral image in Fig. 4(a). This
inherently forces the T profile to go to zero at 200 K. A similar analysis was used in the recent RXS f -weight T
dependence, compared in Fig. S6, where an RXS baseline scan above the highest T of 200 K was not available.
Next we compare to a much simpler background subtraction of a constant value based on the high binding energy
region around 0.1 eV binding energy, where the experimental spectra have been normalized to unity in Fig. 4(b) and
4(d). Due to the FDD thermal broadening decrease towards EF, the background level becomes larger than the peak
amplitude at high T and the f weight goes to zero at a lower T (∼150 K) and then becomes unphysically negative
(profile #4). This method can be viewed as an extremum lower bound to the coherent f -weight T -dependence, which
still contains non-zero f -weight extending to >3T ∗.
Finally, we make comparison to an alternate momentum distribution (MDC) analysis of the (001) surface γ-band
hotspot in Fig. S5(b) using a similar narrow energy integration window of the peak amplitude. In this case there
is additional uncertainty in the choice of the f -background due to the presence of the outer β-band crossings which
produces a triangular-shaped MDC profile. An attempt to separate out the two side β contributions using a three
component Lorentzian peak fit to the MDC profiles, produces a γ-band T -dependence (profile #5) that is very
6consistent with the energy spectrum FDD background subtracted amplitude profile (#2).
Thus, with consideration of the above analysis method sensitivities, we chose to compare in Fig. 4(e) of the main
text the amplitude of the experimental f -peak with narrow energy integration window width to the DMFT Fermi-edge
spectral weight amplitude, with background subtraction of the instrumental broadened FDD and the 750 K DMFT
EF weight, respectively.
(6) Other T -dependent measurements
Other experimental spectroscopy and scattering measurements of CeCoIn5 also support and complement the ARPES
and DMFT observations of f -d hybridization extending to much higher than T ∗.
Optical. Early optical spectroscopy of CeCoIn5 [10] observes signatures of a hybridization gap up to and beyond
T ∗, i.e. a 5-10 meV direct transition spectral dip that gradually fills in from 10 K to 100 K (2T ∗), but continued
spectral evolution including spectral transfer to higher energy is evident even between 100 K and 300 K. This result
has recently been recognized [11] to be in conflict with early two-fluid model predictions of f -d hybridization occuring
only below a temperature TL (<T
∗). This result has motivated an updated two-fluid model discussion involving the
introduction of a new concept of “collective hybridization” or “lattice enhanced hybridization” [11] allowing for an
extension of the predicted f -d hybridization regime up to T ∗.
STM. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS) has also measured a hybridization gap on
the Ce-In terminated surface in the temperature range 20 K to 70 K [12]. Consistent with the optical spectroscopy,
the hybridization gap dip in the averaged STS spectra becomes shallower at higher T but is still very much present
at 70 K (≈2T ∗) in comparison to CeRhIn5 reference STS spectra. Similarly a narrow peak at EF is observed in the
averaged STS spectra on the Co-terminated surface, and the amplitude of this “f” state decreases to only 35% at 70
K, a large non-zero value consistent with the ARPES results in Fig. 4(f).
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RXS. Recently resonant (elastic) x-ray scattering has demonstrated for the first time a q-dependent resonant
enhancement sensitivity to bulk f states at the Ce 3d-4f M5 edge [13]. The RXS enhancement over a broad q-vector
range of 0.2-0.4 (2pi/a) along (110) is comparable to STM-QPI band visualization on the Co-terminated surface
and both suggest scattering sensitivity arising from FS nesting between the 3D kz-dispersive lobes of β FS sheet.
The T -dependence of this (110) M5-edge peak area, compared in Fig. S6 to the ARPES f -amplitude, exhibits a
logarithmic dependence (linear on the log (T ) plot) with the resonant enhancement persisting up to 150 K (≈3T ∗).
The RXS f -weight inherently goes to zero at 200 K because that spectrum was used as the baseline for background
subtraction. The small RXS changes between 150K and 200K, leading to the choice of 200K as the baseline, may
be related to the statistical noise floor of the experiment, in a similar manner that the weak f -enhancement in the
ARPES α-band dispersion limited our analysis of its T -dependence to <100 K. Since the ARPES f -amplitude data
also exhibits an approximate logarithmic dependence above 40K, alternative assumptions for the RXS or ARPES
7background subtractions, would enable a match between experiments. The RXS measurement would not be subject
to the ARPES resolution amplitude suppression at low T .
ARPES. A recent purely experimental ARPES result on CeCoIn5 by Chen et al. [14] presents similar T -dependent
resonant-enhanced f -weight and dispersion results, combined with bulk-sensitive soft x-ray 3D Fermi surface measure-
ments. Here we provide some commentary on the differences between Chen et al. and the combined ARPES-DMFT
study reported here.
(i) Chen et al. report observation of multiple square-like FS sheets centered at the Z-point from soft x-ray ARPES
using photon energies greater than 480 eV. The low photon energy ARPES results reported here provide a more de-
tailed characterization of the complex Z-centered holelike FS topology with comparison to DMFT theory, as discussed
in Fig. 2 and Fig. S2.
(ii) Chen et al. provide an analysis of the resonant f -spectral weight peak area after subtraction of a high-binding
energy background level. We choose a different f -amplitude and background subtraction methodology to compare to
DMFT calculations to avoid specific artifacts as discussed in Fig. S5. While Chen et al. proposes a linear extrapolation
of f -weight above their maximum experimental T of 200K to discuss an onset T of f -d hybridization, we find better
experimental agreement with a logarithmic T -dependence of the f -amplitude up to 200K, as shown in Fig. S6. Also
the DMFT theory calculations exhibit a high T f -spectral weight tail evolution up to 1000 K, as shown in Fig. 5,
that is not consistent with extrapolation of <200 K behavior.
(iii) Chen et al. provide an analysis and estimate of FS volume changes of α and γ sheets to be a net increase of a
very small value of only 0.1 electron at 17 K relative to high T , leading to a claim of “partial itineracy”. The heavy
mass β FS sheet, whose T dependent FS volume change is dominant due to large kF and large ∆kF values (see Fig.
S8), is not included in this analysis. Also the attempt to correlate this estimate of the low T FS occupation (nFS)
increase to a reported 0.1 electron decrease of the local f occupation (nf ) is found to be an inappropriate linking of
two distinct quantities. The theoretical DMFT changes of these two quantities from high to low T are determined to
be ∆nFS ≈ +1 and ∆nf = -0.01, as presented in Fig. 5(c).
(iv) Chen et al. report observation of a narrow-width second-excited CEF peak at 25 meV at temperatures as high
as 145 K via division by a resolution-convolved T -dependent Fermi-Dirac distribution function. Due to the theoretical
T -dependent broadening of the CEF peaks, as shown in Fig. 5(a), this result is not reproduced when performing
the same spectral recovery procedure on DMFT spectral functions (after FDD multiplication and energy-resolution
convolution).
(v) Chen et al. attempt to correlate the occupied EDC spectral f -peak width at a single k-point to the low
temperature T -linear resistivity behavior of CeCoIn5 as well as discuss T -dependent scaling of the tail of the occupied
spectraum lineshape. Due to momentum-dependent complexity observed in the DMFT theory as well as the existence
of specific spectral lineshapes predicted within NCA (non-crossing approximation) theory of single-impurity f -spectral
functions [15], we refrain from such analysis.
k/q-selectivity. The STM-QPI and RXS scattering measurements provide very selective k-space views of the f -d
hybridization, with scattering q-vector selectivity highly dependent upon favorable FS nesting conditions and with ill-
defined kz-dependence. Another STM study attempted to derive a low T Fermi surface of CeCoIn5 solely from the QPI
analysis [16], but the resulting FS contours show significant shape and size discrepancies with DFT calculations and
with the ARPES and DMFT reported here. In contrast, the 122 eV resonant ARPES highlights enhanced f -character
in a k-selective two-dimensional cut through the bulk BZ as shown in Fig. 1(e), and with additional orbital symmetry
selectively from the polarization of the incident light. Nevertheless, the ARPES identification of three FS locations
of f -character enhancement using two orthogonal (001) and (100) cleave surfaces is also incomplete. Another likely
location of enhanced f -weight, previously noted in Fig. 1(d) as a secondary scenario #3, is the shallow electron pocket
along the R-Γ diagonal. However, the resonant ARPES condition for the two cleave surfaces misses cutting through
this FS feature. Non-resonant ARPES of d-band dispersion kink signatures of f -d hybridization are also observed in
CeCoIn5 and in principle have less k-selectivity restrictions with possible improved energy and momentum resolutions,
but the inference of f -character and characterization of its T -dependence can be more challenging.
(7) Two-fluid model
The phenomenological two-fluid model [18, 19] postulates a relative T -dependent weighting between a “heavy”
Kondo liquid that develops from the collective hybridization of conduction electrons with the localized f -moments
below the lattice coherence temperature T ∗, and a “light” Landau Fermi liquid that results from the conduction
electrons that do not hybridize with the localized moments. This model of “partial” condensation is conceptually
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FIG. S7. (a) Comparison of the two-fluid model universal scaling formula with T ∗=50 K, and its two multiplicative terms to
the T -dependent DMFT Kondo resonance peak amplitude profile without inclusion of CEF states (from [17]). (b) Comparison
of the T -dependent DMFT Kondo resonance peak amplitude profile (including CEF states) to the two-fluid model scaling
formula for T ∗=50 K and 400 K, and to a logarthmic dependence in the 20-150 K region.
consistent with the Kondo cloud schematics shown in Fig. 1(b) in which partial f -moment screening exists throughout
the T regime between TK
gs and TK
onset, and partial lattice coherence between T ∗gs and T ∗onset.
A proposed universal scaling formula for the f -quasiparticle spectral density of states (DOS):
ρKL = (1− T
T ∗
)3/2(1− ln T
T ∗
) (1)
codifies the two-fluid model prediction of collective f -d hybridization of conduction electrons to the localized f -
moments below T ∗[7]. This scaling formula has two multiplying “hybridization order parameter” and “effective
mass” terms, where the first term goes to zero at T=T ∗ and the second logarithmic term goes to zero at a higher
temperature of T = e·T ∗ ≈ 2.7 T ∗. A comparison of the T -dependences of the individual components of this two-fluid
universal f -DOS scaling function and their multiplication for T ∗=50 K, with normalization to unity at 5 K, is plotted
in Fig. S7(a).
Since the two-fluid f -DOS scaling formula does not contain any of the previously described effects of EF versus
KR peak T -profiles, the CEF tail or degeneracy crossover effects, or experimental resolution suppression of low T
amplitudes, we have limited expectations for agreement with ARPES or DMFT T -profiles that include CEF effects.
Previously the DMFT-calculated quasiparticle f -DOS of the Kondo resonance peak amplitude for CeIrIn5 [17], without
the inclusion of CEF states, was favorably compared to the two-fluid universal scaling function using T ∗≈ 31 K [11, 20].
However, a high T offset was necessary to apply to the DMFT result to obtain the favorable comparison. A similar
comparison to the DMFT CeIrIn5 KR peak amplitude [17], without any background subtraction or offset, is also
provided in Fig. S7(a), where the discrepancy in a non-zero high T tail above 100K is evident.
The much larger discrepancy between the two-fluid formula (using T ∗=50 K) and the current DMFT KR peak
amplitude for CeCoIn5 including CEF effects, is shown in Fig. S7(b). A much larger T
∗ parameter of ≈ 400 K is
required to best match the intermediate region of the DMFT KR T -profile, with normalization to unity at 10K. The
near logarithmic behavior of the DMFT profile in the intermediate 20-140K regime is also shown in Fig. S7(b).
(8) β-band dispersion analysis
Figure S8 expands on the main text presentation of the α band dispersion and quantitative analysis of the kF and
vF in Fig. 3 to include comparison to the heavier β band dispersion. The β-band is observed to have an ∼2× larger
∆kF-shift and ∼10× smaller vF than the α-band at low T . Estimation of the effective mass from m∗ = 7.62kF [A˚−1]
/ vF [eV-A˚], thus also gives an order-of-magnitude larger m
∗ ≈ 180 for the β-crossing as compared to m∗ ≈ 15 for
the α-crossing.
The transport coherence temperature T ∗ appears to be associated with the maximal rate of change of the β-band
dispersion quantities, more so than for the α-band T -dependence, where T ∗ is closer to its low T saturation. This
could be due to the close-proximity effect on the α-band in this Γ-plane X-M cut. The relative proximity of α, β
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FIG. S8. (a) DMFT T -dependence of both α and β band dispersion along X-M in the Γ-plane. (b-d) Quantitative analysis
of (b) the Fermi momentum, (c) the Fermi velocity, and (d) the effective mass (=7.62 kF/vF).
(and γ) FS sheets in CeCoIn5 varies throughout the BZ, and hence the relative effective masses of these sheets will
be strongly k-dependent. The effective mass measured by dHvA quantum oscillations will reflect an average over
these these large local k-point m∗ variations. The close proximity of the β and γ bands to each other near to the
zone center along Γ-M has been previously discussed in terms of the need for a three-band hybridization model to
simulate observed on-resonance ARPES f -weight [21].
(9) k-resolved CEF degeneracy crossover
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Figure  S6  DFT+DMFT $k$-resolved alpha/beta band spectra along X-M for three temperatures from 
10 K to 50 K (≈T*) showing the CEF merging effect.
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FIG. S9. DFT+DMFT k-resolved β and α-band crossing spectral functions along X-M for three temperatures from 10 K to
50 K (≈T ∗) showing the CEF-merging degeneracy crossover effect.
To complement the k-integrated CEF degeneracy crossover merging of the two lowest CEF f states in Figs. 5(d)
and 5(e), k-resolved spectral functions along X-M for three select low temperatures are shown in Fig. S9. Note that
by 50 K (≈T ∗) the two lowest CEF f -states have merged and are indistinguishable, while clear heavy mass dispersions
of β and α-band near EF are still visible consistent with Fig. S8 analyses.
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(10) DMFT comparison to dHvA
The DMFT calculated T -dependence of the α and β sheets can alternatively be analyzed in terms of the momentum
space area enclosed by kF, similar to how experimental de Haas-Alphen (dHvA) quantum oscillations measure the
FS orbit size. Fig. S10 shows the DMFT “small” to “large” FS transition from analysis of the Γ-plane α2 and β1 FS
cross-sectional areas. The area results are plotted with conversion to both dHvA frequency (left axis) and also to the
average kF values (right axis) assuming a circular orbit. The average kF values are naturally smaller than the specific
kF value along X-M plotted in Fig. 3 due to the diamond-shaped distortion of the α-band FS contour in the Γ-plane.
Similar to the discussion for Fig. 3 and Fig. S8, the high-to-low T DMFT changes are larger for the β sheet than
the α sheet due in part to the close-proximity effect of the two bands on the α dispersion. Also, similar to the Fig.
5(f) plot of nFS , the coherence temperature T
∗ is observed to be in the middle of this “small” to “large” FS transition
which begins around T ′K and proceeds to about 20 K. Similar T -dependent analysis of dHvA frequency changes has
also been performed in previous DMFT calculations for CeIrIn5 (without the inclusion of CEF states) where FS size
changes were observed to onset at 130 K (> 2.5 T ∗) [22]. For comparison of the DMFT to experimental dHvA,
“itinerant” CeCoIn5 dHvA (001) frequencies [23] are used for the low T comparison and “localized” LaRhIn5 [24]
dHvA (measured below T = 40 mK) are used for the high T comparison to DMFT. Decent overall agreement is found
between the DMFT calculation and dHvA results. The larger La versus Ce dHvA difference for the α2 orbit may be
related to Co versus Rh differences.
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